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overnight was the transition from one zone to the other : from the unknown crime to the unknown criminal.
But what about the third zone ? That of the known criminal ? Was not that transition, too, equally inevitable ?
This idea suddenly set Quinette's temples throbbing. It presented itself to him with all the prestige of simplicity and symmetry. It had that commanding presence which gives the most powerful superstitions and great scientific laws the air of belonging to the same family. Face to face with such ideas, the mind of man is subject to a kind of fascination. His reflexes of mental control are suspended. If the idea is a sinister one, this effect of paralysis is accompanied by a painful drilling sensation ; and it is by boring into your very flesh that the idea becomes fixed.
The kind of fright which Quinette experienced - a sense of anticipated damnation, the inevitable approach of coming misfortune - was out of all proportion to the risks which he was running in the case in question. It almost made him forget the Leheudry affair itself. It was as though the law, whose apparent presence had laid its hand on his shoulder, had brought a much wider source of anxiety to life within
But all at once the idea lost its strength. The sense of paralysis vanished.
" Come, come 1 That won't hold water. There are hundreds, thousands of examples of criminals who are never found out, in crimes just like this. ' Unsolved crimes/ It's a matter of common knowledge.**
He smiled at himself. Little by little his enthusiasm came back to him. He struck the sheet of the open newspaper with the flat of his hand. He stood up from his chair. He felt like making a move, doing something. He was spoiling for a fight. As a matter of fact, since last night a fight was on. The police had taken the offensive. It was not for him to remain idle,
Two points strongly attracted him : the hovel, Leheudry. He wanted to run to the hovel, and he wanted to run to Leheudry. "Where should he make a beginning ? The hovel

